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Abstract—Social-media debates on longitudinal political topics often take the form of adversarial discussions: highly polarized user posts, favoring one of two opposing parties, over an extended time period. Recent prominent cases are the US Presidential campaign and the UK Brexit referendum. This paper approaches such discussions as a multi-faceted data space, and applies data mining to identify interesting patterns and factors of influence. Specifically, we study how topics are addressed by different parties, their factual and “post-factual” undertones, and the role of highly active “power users” on either side of the discussion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motivation. Social media, such as Twitter and large online communities, reflect grassroots opinions on controversial topics. Often, the discussion takes highly polarized forms where people either strongly support one stance or heavily oppose it. Politics is a prominent case: users inclined with either one of two parties engage in adversarial discussions over many months. Examples are the 2016 US Presidential Election campaign and the UK Brexit referendum.

A recent trend is that discussions also include original posts by the political stakeholders themselves, for example, Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. Thus, regular users not only express their opinions, but also interact directly with politicians and other leading figures. These interactions have distinct characteristics that have not been investigated in depth so far. Especially in light of the role of so-called “post-factual” statements (see, e.g., Wikipedia article on “Post Truth”), a fundamental study of these phenomena is needed.

Contribution. This paper aims to analyze adversarial discussions on politics, as observed on Twitter over extended timeframes. We propose a general framework, based on latent topic models and user features, over a multi-faceted data space. The facets of interest are the topics of tweets, their factuality versus sentimentality (aka. post-factuality), the inclination of users with regard to the two involved stances (“us” and “them”), and the roles of users with regards to how they affect activity within the discussions.

Within this framework we study two recent cases: the US Election and the UK Brexit. These cover more than a million tweets by several thousands of users over 10 and 8 months, respectively. The two cases serve as examples to address the following general research questions about social media:

Question 1: What are the key topics of the adversarial discussion? Which topics are most polarized? Which topics are of factual nature, referring to political issues like jobs or immigration, and which ones are “post-factual”, referring to subjective beliefs and sentiments?

Question 2: What are the roles played by different kinds of users? How strong is the influence of the leading figures themselves? Are there other, highly prolific, users who drive the adversarial opinions?

Although there is prior work on analyzing topic profiles and user influence in online communities, the outlined research questions address newly emerging phenomena that have not been studied before. The novel contributions of this paper are 1) the methodology to systematically study adversarial discussions, and 2) insightful findings on the role of “post-factual” topics and the nature of influential “power users”.

II. DATA COLLECTION

Our datasets consist of discussions rooted on leading figures in the Brexit referendum and the 2016 US presidential election. For the first event, we identify politicians Nigel Farage and Boris Johnson as headliners of the “Leave” stance and Nicola Sturgeon and Jeremy Corbyn as driving the “Remain” campaign. For the second event, we focus on then-candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.

We collected all tweets posted to the official accounts of these politicians in the past year, as well as all the replies their tweets have received. Replies differ from the usual Twitter “mentions” in the sense that they are linked to a specific tweet, instead of linking to a user account. We consider only these reply threads (i.e., trees of tweets), and disregard tweets posted independently of the posts by the leading figures. An overview of our datasets is given in Table I. This data is available at http://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~aguimara/adversarialpolitics/.

Note that the UK Brexit case had considerably fewer tweets but still enough mass for an in-depth analysis. Also note that the notion of a user is syntactic: one user corresponds to one Twitter account. Some users, especially the leading figures themselves, may employ professional PR teams or pay other people to contribute on their accounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance / Leader</th>
<th>Clinton</th>
<th>Trump</th>
<th>Remain</th>
<th>Leave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Posts</td>
<td>2,602</td>
<td>1,861</td>
<td>1,098</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Replies</td>
<td>586,335</td>
<td>549,799</td>
<td>101,193</td>
<td>72,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Users</td>
<td>153,786</td>
<td>146,255</td>
<td>35,504</td>
<td>27,941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Twitter data on US election and UK referendum.
III. FACTUAL AND POST-FACTUAL TOPICS

As a first dimension of the discussions, we start our analyses by looking into the topics brought up over the course of the UK referendum and US election campaigns. Here we are interested in the thematic differences and similarities between issues addressed by proponents of either side.

To this end, we employ Twitter-LDA, an adaptation of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model for topic discovery on Twitter [26]. For each dataset, we generate topics from the full corpus of tweets, with removal of stop words and embedded URLs. We set the model hyperparameters as $\alpha = 2.5$, $\beta = 0.01$, $\gamma = 20$ and $N = 20$ topics. To evaluate the topic model for different choices of the dimensionality, we calculate the per-word perplexity for varying numbers of topics $N$. The lowest perplexity is found at $N = 11$, and only marginally increases for $N$ up to 50. Thus, to tune $N$, we also consider the aspect of interpretability [5], based on human judgements. Feedback on our data shows that the choice of $N = 20$ topics leads to the clearest interpretation (while having near-minimum perplexity).

The discovered topics are displayed on Table II for the US Elections case and Table III for the UK Brexit case.

A. Factual vs. Sentimental Topics

To derive further meaning from the topics, we employed the help of 10 judges for labeling them as factual or sentimental, where factual topics refer to concrete issues, facts, events and candidate agendas, while sentimental topics refer to personal opinions, emotional claims and speculation (aka. "post-factual"). Although some topics naturally include a mix of facts and opinions, we note a high agreement on their factuality, with 70% of topics receiving the same label from at least 8 out of the 10 judges, and an inter-annotator agreement (Fleiss' Kappa) of 0.42.

Contrasting the topical content of either side of the discussions, Figure 1 shows the distribution of topics across replies posted to Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump over the US Election campaign, and the Remain and Leave campaigners on the UK Brexit campaign.

In the US case, Clinton discussions display a wider topical spread, particularly across factual topics: while 16% of replies are sentimental messages of support (T0) and 29% are general criticism (T1, T2 and T3), factual topics T4, T5, T6 and T7 each make up at least 5% of the replies. Meanwhile, replies to Donald Trump are largely sentimental: 10% of tweets are reactions to media coverage and preliminary poll results (T15), 22% express support (T16 and T17), and 17% criticism (T19). Topic T18, which incorporates terms related to US elections, is...
(a) US Election topics and replies to Clinton and Trump.

(b) Brexit topics and replies to Leave and Remain campaigners.

Fig. 1: Distribution of LDA-generated topics over replies to leaders of either stance.

the main factual topic discussed, making up 18% of replies.

The Brexit case behaves similarly, with the Leave side
displaying a narrower topical focus than its adversary. 48% of replies to the Leave side express pro-Leave sentiment (T0, T1, T2), while 25% address factual topics about aspects of the European Union and immigration (T3 and T4). On the Remain side, 30% of replies are devoted to pro-Labour party sentiment (T19 and T18), while 15% and 11% discuss Scotland (T17) and welfare issues (T16), respectively.

Replies on both sides are dominated by sentimental topics, and indeed more of such topics were detected for the US Election case. The overall distribution for each dataset is shown on Table IV.

B. Prominent Hashtags

The most popular hashtags are primarily sentimental in
nature and often among the salient words of the LDA-generated topics. Top hashtags #makeamericagreatagain, #trump2016 and #trumptrain, with over 30,000 combined uses, are captured in pro-Trump topics T16 and T17 of the US Election, while #crookedhillary and #neverhillary are picked up by contra-Clinton topic T2, and the #imwithher campaign motto features in pro-Clinton topic T0.

A potential exception to this pattern is #Brexit, which is picked up by factual topic T0, and thus may refer to the event itself rather than its endorsement. We find that the hashtag was much nonetheless more frequent on the Leave side, with 2,433 uses versus 685 on the Remain side.

Interestingly, we find a frequent use of Trump-related hashtags in replies to Clinton, with hashtags #trump, #trump2016, #makeamericagreat and #trumptrain appearing more than 9,000 times. This phenomenon is not expressed in the reverse direction (i.e., hardly any Clinton hashtags appear in Trump threads).

This predominantly one-sided adoption of sentimental hashtags indicates that, though adversarial in nature, the opposing sides of the discussions are not often directly confrontational: topics referring to a particular candidate or stance, both favorably and unfavorably, are usually targeted at its stakeholders. This is particularly notable on pro and contra Clinton and Trump topics, as well as pro Labour Party topics. We also note that while unfavorable topics hint at a tendency to support the opposite stance, they do not necessarily convey this explicitly.

TABLE IV: Proportion of factual and sentimental replies to campaigners in the US Elections and Brexit.

C. Evolving Topics

To understand the relationship between activity and topical focus, we also investigate the timeline for the LDA-based topics, grouped according to their factuality. Figure 2 shows the evolution of activity, in terms of the number of tweets, of factual topics (F) and sentimental topics (S), for both Clinton and Trump in the US Election case and the Remain and Leave sides of the Brexit case. Here we see a reflection of the overall topical distribution discussed previously, with a consistent predominance of sentimental topics throughout the campaigns. The Remain side of the Brexit discussion is again the exception, with a majority of factual topics on the weeks preceding and following the May 5 elections. The
weeks following the announcement of the referendum (made on February 20) also saw an increase in the discussion of factual topics on the Leave side.

Both cases see an increase of activity for sentimental topics immediately after the end of the campaigns (i.e., the election on November 8 and the referendum on June 23. Even shortly before the election, discussions on Clinton’s threads displayed a trend of growing sentimental content, following the reaction to new scandals surrounding the candidate. Meanwhile, Trump saw only a slight increase in sentimental tweets around the election itself.

For the Brexit case, Remain and Leave show spikes of sentimental activity which fueled the growing discussions following the decisions. While this burst of activity quickly fades out on the Leave side, the Remain side exhibits a strong signal on sentimental topics for several weeks following the referendum. This reaction has been coined “Bregret”, for British regret, in the media.

IV. THE POWER OF POWER USERS

In this section, we turn our focus to the users involved in the discussions. In particular, we are interested in the role and influence of different kinds of users, as a function of their inclination towards either one of the two stances. We label each user according to:

- **Role**: user is either a leader (i.e., leading politician), power user or regular user;
- **Inclination**: user leaning towards stance A or stance B.

In addition to the leading figures in the discussions (e.g., Clinton and Trump), we distinguish two other kinds of users, motivated by the observation that some accounts have a high activity level that makes them unlikely to be managed by single individuals. We suspect that some of these accounts represent entire teams, either professional PR teams or (paid or volunteering) workers. To identify these, we obtained activity information from users’ Twitter profiles, including: i) account life time (in days) since its creation date, ii) number of tweets ever posted (not just within the discussion at hand), iii) number of users that the account follows – called followees. We manually inspected a random sample of the accounts and labeled 50 power users and 50 regular users as the training data

Using 5-fold cross validation, we achieved an accuracy of 93% and 96% for the inclination and power user classification respectively in the US Election case, and 91% and 99% accuracy in the UK Brexit case. This high accuracy is in line with the significant disparity in the posting activity between regular and power users. Table V shows the breakdown of users across these three roles.

These tables also show how the three user roles are distributed over the two inclinations. To determine these values, we again trained a binary classifier for user inclination with libsvm, using all original posts from leaders on both sides as positive and negative training examples. For each user, we concatenated all her tweets into a virtual document and fed this into the trained classifier. Interestingly, we see that the remain side has twice as many power users than the leave side, whereas in the US election case the number of power users is roughly the same for both sides.

A. Activity and Influence of Users

To assess the influence of users, we use two different metrics: i) their tweet activity in the scope of the adversarial discussion, and ii) the degree to which other users followed up on tweets by replying to them. Table VI shows statistics for these metrics, for each of the US and UK cases. The first metric is given by the number of tweets made by each user category. The follow-up metric is given by #R2U: the number of replies from others in response to users in the different categories.

Table VI shows that power users had a much higher share of activity in the Trump camp than in the Clinton camp. Trump-inclined power users were responsible for 12% of all replies to either candidate, whereas less than 3% of the replies were made by Clinton-inclined power users. The absolute numbers on the pro-Trump side are interesting as well: 134,000 tweets by power users and nearly 606,000 by regular users. This should be interpreted against the fact that Trump-initiated threads include a total of 550,000 tweets. This means there was a large number of pro-Trump tweets among replies to Clinton threads, and a substantial share of these were made by power users. In the reverse direction, this effect cannot be observed.

| TABLE V: User roles and inclinations (L = leaders, P = power users, U = regular users). |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| **Incl.** | **pro Clinton** | **pro Trump** | **Total** |
| **L** | **P** | **U** | **L** | **P** | **U** | **L** | **P** | **U** |
| Pro Remain | 1,082 | 2 | 525 | 1,567 | 56,607 | 83,354 | 14,824 | 14,824 | 58,178 |
| Pro Leave | 33,925 | 5,072 | 167,927 | 81,861 | 2,602 | 606,485 | 338,925 | 1,567 | 586,485 |

| TABLE VI: Activity of users and their roles (L = leaders, P = power users, U = regular users). |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|-----------------------------------|
| **Incl.** | **#Tweets** | **#R2U** | **#Tweets** | **#R2U** | **#Tweets** | **#R2U** |
| **L** | **P** | **U** | **L** | **P** | **U** | **L** | **P** | **U** |
| Pro Remain | 1,098 | 1,042 | 3,602 | 586,335 | 86,713 | 254,000 | 86,658 | 3,094 | 586,485 |
| Pro Leave | 33,925 | 42,310 | 539 | 599,799 | 14,824 | 10,800 | 56,607 | 89,983 | 58,178 |

https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
Social media like Twitter have been endorsing or promoting either side, while power users and leaders were mostly concerned with the political events they were involved in, than to topics pertaining to the referendum and its implications. We recall from Section III that while such factual topics were discussed by both sides of the campaign and by both user groups, no explicit Pro-Remain topic could be identified from the dataset.

Pro-Leave topic T2 saw the largest difference of activity, encompassing 9% of tweets by power users and less than 5% by regular users. As in the US case, such topics expressing support for one side of the campaign tend to be most polarizing, not only in sentiment but in the attention they receive from different user groups.

V. RELATED WORK

Twitter Analyses: Social media like Twitter have been studied as a source for a wide variety of analyses. These aim to understand (and sometimes predict) the dissemination and virality of topics (e.g., [12], [14]), identify influential users (e.g., [2], [23]) and characterize their behavior, study spatial and temporal patterns of hot topics and user activities (e.g., [6], [25]). Several of these prior works are based on latent topic models (e.g., [20], [26]), typically using variants of LDA [3] or word2vec [16].

Polarized Topics: Identifying controversial topics and their polarized stances has received considerable attention in the literature. Prior work has largely focused on analyzing, modeling and predicting the political leaning of users (e.g., [7], [24]). A fundamental approach to measuring the amount of controversy in social media discussions is presented in [10] and further expanded in [11] to cover the evolution of polarizing discussions. The recent work of [21] studied the role of echo chambers in biased discussions, and proposes countermeasures to polarization.

Political Campaigns: Closest in spirit to this paper is the prior work on analyzing the 2012 US presidential election, based on Twitter data. [22] presents a tool for user sentiments in this context. Other studies on political campaigns or major incidents and their aftermaths have covered the 2008 German parliament election [19], the 2012 US primaries [15], the 2015 Scottish Independence referendum [9], and elections in developing countries [11]. [13] presents an approach for gauging the slant of political news consumption on Twitter, according to the activity of Republican and Democrat-leaning users. Though general analytics such as [17] have emerged, we are not aware of any in-depth analyses of social media discussions surrounding the 2016 US election campaign or the UK Brexit referendum.

As figure 3 shows, power users play a more significant role in supporting Trump and Leave respectively.

The #R2U numbers in Table VI confirm this interpretation, and furthermore show that the tweets by power users had additional influence by attracting lots of replies from others.

Compared to the US case, power users in the Brexit case were much less active and showed no indication of one side “hijacking” the other side’s posts. As our notion of power users is given by the account’s activity over its entire lifetime, rather than activity strictly within the adversarial discussion, this low activity profile is not entirely unexpected. Manual sampling reveals long-lived accounts that were active on earlier or other political topics, but seldom engaged in.replying to one of the Remain or Leave leaders.

B. Combined View of Topics and Users

To conclude our analyses, we look into affinities between different user roles and the topics of discussion we identified in Section 3, with the goal of further investigating the impact of users in the themes and activity levels of the adversarial discussions.

In the US case, the most expressive topics for the leaders (Clinton and Trump themselves) are pro-candidate topics T0 and T17, encompassing 25% and 22% of tweets made by each respective candidate. In addition to these, topics T15 (Media Bias), T1 (contra-Clinton) and T19 (contra-Trump) also received considerable attention from regular users and together make up 37% of all their tweets.

Interestingly, the biggest difference between power users and regular users are also seen in pro- and contra-Clinton topics T16 and T19, with the latter receiving more attention among power users: 8% of their tweets fall into topic T16, compared to 4% of tweets by regular users. In the opposite direction, while T19 is still well represented in tweets by power users, it receives the most attention from regular users and ranks as the most expressive topic for this user group. A similar pattern can be seen in contra-Clinton topics, which receive a slightly smaller share of activity from power users. Thus, activity on pro- and contra-candidate topics suggests that regular users tended to engage in more critical discussions about each party, while power users and leaders were mostly concerned with endorsing or promoting either side.

In the UK case, T0 (Referendum day) is among the strongest topics for all three user categories, accumulating 27% of all tweets made by the Leave campaign leaders, 9% of tweets made by power users and 8% of tweets by regular users. In contrast, less than 1% of the Remain campaign leaders’ posts feature in this topic, with most of their activity going into topics T17 (Scotland), T15 (Sadig Khan’s mayoral election) and T19 (pro-Labour party). These are more closely related to the political leaders themselves, as well as the other political events they were involved in, than to topics pertaining to the referendum and its implications. We recall from Section III that while such factual topics were discussed by both sides of the campaign and by both user groups, no explicit Pro-Remain topic could be identified from the dataset.

Pro-Leave topic T2 saw the largest difference of activity, encompassing 9% of tweets by power users and less than 5% by regular users. As in the US case, such topics expressing support for one side of the campaign tend to be most polarizing, not only in sentiment but in the attention they receive from different user groups.
VI. CONCLUSION

We analyzed the Twitter discussions on the 2016 US Election and the UK Brexit as instances of a general model of adversarial discussions in social media. Key insights include our observations on the strength of factual and sentimental (i.e., “post-factual”) topics and the notable role and influence of power users. In particular, the US case showed that power users of one side can jump on posts in the opposing side’s threads and attract significant follow-up by other users. Such effects were not visible in the UK case.

Future work involves extending our initial findings on the evolution of other adversarial discussions around political events, such as the continued effect of Brexit and upcoming elections in European countries. These would allow the investigation of other common and contrasting facets of the discussions, such as the impact of different demographics and public response to the aftermath of political decisions.
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